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The dependency of the timbre of musical sounds on their fundamental frequency (F0) was
examined in three experiments. In experiment I subjects compared the timbres of stimuli produced
by a set of 12 musical instruments with equalF0 , duration, and loudness. There were three sessions,
each at a differentF0 . In experiment II the same stimuli were rearranged in pairs, each with the
same difference inF0 , and subjects had to ignore the constant difference in pitch. In experiment III,
instruments were paired both with and without anF0 difference within the same session, and
subjects had to ignore the variable differences in pitch. Experiment I yielded dissimilarity matrices
that were similar at differentF0’s, suggesting that instruments kept their relative positions within
timbre space. Experiment II found that subjects were able to ignore the salient pitch difference while
rating timbre dissimilarity. Dissimilarity matrices were symmetrical, suggesting further that the
absolute displacement of the set of instruments within timbre space was small. Experiment III
extended this result to the case where the pitch difference varied from trial to trial. Multidimensional
scaling~MDS! of dissimilarity scores produced solutions~timbre spaces! that varied little across
conditions and experiments. MDS solutions were used to test the validity of signal-based predictors
of timbre, and in particular their stability as a function ofF0 . Taken together, the results suggest that
timbre differences are perceived independently from differences of pitch, at least forF0 differences
smaller than an octave. Timbre differences can be measured between stimuli with differentF0’s.
© 2003 Acoustical Society of America.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1618239#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The word ‘‘timbre’’ has several meanings. In a music
context it designates aspects of sound that allow an ins
ment to be identified and distinguished from others. In
context of psychoacoustic experiments, it designates an
ementary sound quality akin to pitch or loudness~the
‘‘Klangfarbe’’ of Helmholtz, 1885!. In the next paragraph we
shall use the words ‘‘identity’’ and ‘‘quality’’ to distinguish
these two meanings, respectively. The identity of a mus
instrument obviously depends in some way on the quality
the sounds it produces~their ‘‘timbre’’ in a psychoacoustic
sense!. However, this dependency may be complex.

For certain instruments, quality varies as a function
the note played, the intensity at which it is played, and tim
This is obvious from casual listening, and corroborated
measurements or calculations that show variations of sig
properties that are known to affect sound quality~spectral
centroid, harmonicity, etc.! ~Martin, 1999!. For example,
notes of the trumpet become brighter with increased inten
~Luce and Clark, 1967!, while those of the violin are subjec
to complex interactions between body resonances and
harmonic spectrum of string vibration~Fletcher and Rossing
1998!. The latter varies with fundamental frequency (F0)
and thus with the note played. The timbre of a wind inst
ment may change abruptly between the low register~with the

a!Portions of these results were presented at the 141st meeting of the A
tical Society of America.

b!Electronic mail: jeremy.marozeau@ircam.fr
c!Electronic mail: alain.de.cheveigne@ircam.fr
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register hole closed! and the high register~with the hole
open!, a characteristic revealed only if the instrument
played over a range of notes~Risset and Wessel, 1999!.
Sound qualities produced by a particular instrument follow
particular ‘‘trajectory,’’ and indeed we could formulate th
hypothesis that this in part determines its identity. In oth
words, timbre ~identity! might depend on thepattern of
variation of timbre~quality! specific to an instrument. To tes
such a hypothesis experimentally requires comparing tim
~quality! across time, intensity, orF0 . The purpose of the
present study was to characterize variations of timbre~qual-
ity! as a function ofF0 .

The standard methodology for studying timbre is mu
dimensional scaling~MDS! ~Grey, 1977!. Typically, subjects
are presented with pairs of sounds and asked to rate
dissimilarity on a continuous scale. Dissimilarity scores a
processed by an MDS algorithm to produce models of ‘‘ti
bre space’’ that give insight into the nature of the timb
percept. It is usually found that the timbre space involved
a task is of small dimensionality~two to four dimensions!,
that different subjects may weight dimensions different
and that these dimensions can usually be predicted by sig
based ‘‘descriptors.’’ The relevant dimensions~and corre-
sponding descriptors! tend to vary between experiments, n
doubt as a function of the set of sounds included in e
experiment. Nevertheless certain dimensions~e.g., ‘‘bright-
ness,’’ predicted by a ‘‘spectral centroid’’ descriptor! tend to
recur in all. MDS seems the appropriate tool to study var
tions of timbre withF0 .

There are potential problems however. A difference

us-
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F0 produces a difference inpitch that adds to the dissimilar
ity between sounds. Even if this extra term is constant,
contribution sets a lower limit to every dissimilarity scor
and so the method could be insensitive to small variation
timbre. Worse, if theF0-dependent term varies, these var
tions would be confounded with variations of timbre-relat
dissimilarity and affect the validity of cross-F0 timbre com-
parisons. Past studies that allowedF0 to vary generally
found that pitch dominated dissimilarity at the expense
timbre ~Miller and Carterette, 1975!, with the result that
MDS solutions were relatively insensitive toF0-induced
variations of timbre.

One solution is to instruct subjects toignorepitch when
making timbre judgments. Unfortunately we are nota priori
certain that they can do so. Pitch and timbre might not
separable, that is, timbre comparisons may be possible
tween sounds with the same pitch, but not between sou
with different pitch. This worry is reinforced by the scarci
of F0-dependent timbre studies in the past. A first aim of o
study was to determine whether subjects can reliably m
cross-F0 comparisons of timbre while ignoring differences
pitch.

If they can, we may hope to bring an empirical answ
to a question such as: how does timbre change withF0? Two
sorts of change are to be expected: first, instrument-spe
changes such as evoked earlier, for example due to cha
of resonator geometry as a function of the note played,
second, hypothetical changes of a more basic nature, due
perceptual interaction between pitch and timbre, or the p
ence ofF0 as a cofactor in the relation between signal d
scriptors and psychophysical dimensions of timbre. A sec
aim of our study was to measureF0-dependent timbre
changes, in particular of a basic, noninstrument-specific
ture.

There are reasons to expect interactions between p
and timbre. While pitch is defined as ‘‘that attribute of aud
tory sensation in terms of which sounds may be ordered o
scale extending from low to high’’~ANSI, 1960!, more com-
plex structures have been proposed such as a spiral invo
both a linear dimension of tone height and a circular dim
sion of chroma~Shepard, 1964; Ueda and Nimmo-Smit
1987!. Chroma is related to fundamental periodicity, wh
tone height depends more on the spectral envelope~Patterson
et al., 1993!. The envelope also determines timbre, so
could be that timbre and pitch are not entirely distinct. T
might result in nonseparability~if a pitch difference degrade
comparisons between timbre! or a systematic shift~if pitch
and timbre are partly colinear!.

To a first approximation, the spectral envelope of
vowel does not change with variations ofF0 , and vowel
identity ~another usage of ‘‘timbre’’! is likewise relatively
invariant. Small systematic variations have nevertheless b
observed~see de Cheveigne´ and Kawahara 1999, for a re
view!. Slawson~1968! asked subjects to adjust the forma
frequencies of different-F0 vowels so that they had the sam
timbre. The best match was obtained for a 10% increas
formant frequencies for a one-octave increase inF0 . This
suggests that envelope-related dimensions of timbre m
depend onF0 in addition to their dependency on envelo
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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characteristics. In other words,F0 might need to be included
as a cofactor in the formulas of signal-based descriptors
predict those dimensions.

A third aim of our study was to test the validity o
signal-based descriptors acrossF0 . Signal-based measure
that correlate well with perceptual dimensions revealed
MDS studies~such as spectral centroid, log attack time
spectral flux! have been proposed as ‘‘descriptors’’ for app
cations such as the retrieval of multimedia data~Misdariis
et al., 1998; Peeterset al., 2000!. Such applications involve
data at a wide range ofF0’s, yet these descriptors have bee
tested only with a restricted set ofF0’s ~often only one!.
There is clearly a need to verify their generality, and if ne
essary to modify them to improve their generality. Th
might entail adjustment of the formulas to remove a spurio
F0 dependency, or inclusion of anF0-dependent corrective
term or, in the extreme, establishment of an array
F0-dependent formulas.

It is worth discussing the forms of dependency of timb
on F0 that we expect to find. Supposing a ‘‘timbre spac
such as revealed in MDS studies, three hypotheses ca
distinguished:~1! invariance of instrument positions wit
changes inF0 , ~2! isometric displacement keeping relativ
positions invariant, and~3! non-isometric displacement.

According to hypothesis~1!, variations of timbre with
F0 are negligible compared for example to betwee
instrument differences. Hypothesis~2! allows for a rotation
or drift in timbre space common to all instruments. Hypot
esis~3! allows that timbres of individual instruments chan
in arbitrary ways. The experiments were designed to dec
between these hypotheses.

We used recordings of natural musical instrume
sounds as stimuli. By doing so we confounded two sorts
F0-dependent timbre changes: those specific to instrume
and those of a non-instrument-specific nature. We reaso
that natural instrumental sounds would guarantee the mus
relevance of our sampling, while instrument-specific effe
could be interpreted by aposthocanalysis of the waveforms
of the stimuli.

II. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experiment I

Experiment I consisted of three sessions labeled a
and c. In each, subjects rated the dissimilarity betwe
stimuli with the sameF0 . This F0 varied from session to
session.

1. Methods

a. Stimuli. Ten natural and two synthetic instrumen
were used. Each instrument was played at three notes
~247 Hz!, C]4 ~277 Hz! and Bb4~466 Hz!, chosen to ex-
plore the effects of a small difference~two semitones: B3–
C]4! and a moderate difference~11 semitones: B3–Bb4! of
F0 . Natural instrument samples were extracted from the S
dio On Line ~SOL! database of Ircam~IRCAM, 2000!: gui-
tar ~B3 was played on the E string, C]4 on the A string, and
Bb4 on the D string!, harp, violin pizzicato~B3 and C]4 on
the G string, Bb4 on the D string!, bowed violin~strings were
the same as for the violin pizzicato!, bowed double bass~all
2947Marozeau et al.: Timbre and F0



st
FIG. 1. Dissimilarity matrices for the three sessions of experiment I. Within each matrix, each square represents the dissimilarity between two inruments.
Darker means greater dissimilarity. The first three columns of each matrix correspond to impulsive instruments~Gu, Hr, Vp!. Dissimilarities are greater for
pairs that associate an impulsive instrument with a sustained instrument than for pairs of instruments within either group. Patterns of dissimilarity are similar
at eachF0 .
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notes were played on the G string!, oboe, clarinet, flute, horn
in F, trumpet in C. In the following, these instruments will b
abbreviated as Gu, Hr, Vp, Vl, Ba, Ob, Cl, Fl, Ho, and T
respectively. In addition to these natural instruments, s
thetic instruments SA and SB were created using fixed sp
tral envelopes derived from that of the saxophone.

Stimuli were clipped to a duration of 1.5 s by applying
200-ms cosinusoidal offset ramp. Amplitudes were de
mined by asking six subjects~who did not participate in the
main experiments! to adjust levels of stimuli presented
approximately 60 dB SPL for equal loudness. Stimuli we
sampled at a rate of 44 100 Hz with 16-bit resolution, a
presented diotically over Sennheiser 520 II headphones.

b. Subjects. Twenty-seven subjects aged 22 to 30~14
men and 13 women, 15 musicians and 12 nonmusicia!,
participated in the experiment. Musicians were defined
having played an instrument for at least 3 years.

c. Procedure. Before the experiment, the subjects we
informed that the goal of the experiment was to estimate
similarity of timbre between sounds. Timbre was defined
‘‘the fourth component of sound quality, the first three bei
pitch, loudness and duration.’’ For each pair, they were
structed to judge whether the timbres were similar or diff
ent, using the entire scale of the cursor. Eventual differen
of pitch, loudness, duration or ‘‘recording noise’’ were to
ignored. The identity of the instrument, if recognized, w
also to be ignored. Subjects sat inside an audiometric bo
Presentation software was based on the PsiExp environm
~Smith, 1995!. The screen comprised a mouse-controlled c
sor labeled from ‘‘similar’’~coded 0! to ‘‘different’’ ~coded
1!, and two buttons~one to listen to the pair again, the oth
to validate the response!. The experiment consisted of thre
sessions that were performed on the same day, separate
5-min breaks. Before each session the subjects were
sented with each of the 12 stimuli in random order to
quaint them with the range of timbre differences in the se
instruments. They were then presented with the full set of
pairs of different stimuli. The order within pairs and the o
der of pairs were random~a different randomization wa
used for each session and subject!. Data for this and the
2948 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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following experiments are available at http://www.ircam.
pcm/archive/timbref0.

2. Results

a. Outliers, effect of musical experience. Correlation co-
efficients between dissimilarity scores were calculated for
pairs of subjects. These scores were submitted to a hiera
cal cluster analysis based on the nearest-neighbor~complete
linkage! algorithm~Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990!. On the
basis of this and a similar analysis for experiment II, thr
subjects were discarded for both experiments. Analysis
performed on data of the remaining 24 subjects.

To reveal an eventual effect of musical experience,
analysis of variance~ANOVA ! was performed for each ses
sion with between-subjects factor musical experience~2! and
within-subjects factor instrument pair~66!, taking into ac-
count the fact that experience levels were represented
variable numbers of subjects~Abdi, 1987; Wonnacott and
Wonnacott, 1990!. No effect of musical experience wa
found, either as a main effect@F(1,22),1# or as an interac-
tion @F(65,1430),1#. Data for both groups are subse
quently combined.

b. Dissimilarity matrices. Dissimilarity scores for each
subject and session were placed in a matrix of dimens
nXn, wheren is the number of stimuli and thei j th entry
( i . j ) is the dissimilarity between stimulii and j. Since or-
der was not distinguished, only the lower triangle was fille
Matrices averaged over subjects are plotted in Fig. 1 for
three sessions. Averaged overF0’s and subjects, dissimilari-
ties ranged from 0.146 between the guitar and the harp
0.872 between the trumpet and the violin pizzicato. One
distinguish two groups of instruments: impulsive~Gu,Hr,Vp!
and sustained~Vl,Ba,SA,SB,Ob,Cl,Fl,Ho,Tr!. Dissimilarities
tended to be small within each group~upper left and lower
right triangles! and large between groups~lower left rect-
angle!, a pattern that was stable acrossF0’s.

To quantify the effects ofF0 , a repeated-measure
ANOVA was performed with factors F0 (3)
3 instrument pair (66). Results are shown in Table I. T
Marozeau et al.: Timbre and F0
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effects of both main factors were significant, as was th
interaction. It is instructive to consider effect sizes. The p
centage of total variance accounted for by each effect is
dicated by theR2 coefficient~last column in Table I! ~Won-
nacott and Wonnacott, 1990!. The main effect of instrumen
pair represents the part of interinstrument dissimilarity tha
constant acrossF0 . It accounts for about 47% of the var
ance. The interaction and main effect ofF0 together repre-
sent the part of dissimilarity that varies acrossF0 . They
account for only about 5%. In agreement with the relativ
small interaction, correlation coefficients between matri
~averaged over subjects, considering only the lower trian
lar parts! are relatively large: 0.88 between ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b,
0.81 between ‘‘a’’ and ‘‘c,’’ and 0.89 between ‘‘b’’ and ‘‘c’’
~df564, p,0.001 for all three coefficients!.

It could be argued thatF0-related effects are dwarfed b
the contrast between impulsive and sustained instrume
Table II shows the percentage of variance accounted fo
each effect for the full data set~column 2!, or when dissimi-
larity scores are restricted to pairs of impulsive, sustained
impulsive and sustained instruments~columns 3–5!. After
removing this major source ofF0-independent variance, a
expected,F0-independent effects represent a smaller prop
tion of total variance. However they still are larger th
F0-related effects.

To summarize the results of experiment I, interinst
ment timbre dissimilaritiesvaried significantly withF0 , but
the variation was relatively small. It would be nice to co
clude thattimbresthemselves were stable to the same deg
@hypothesis~1! of the Introduction#. Unfortunately the results
of experiment I do not allow us to draw that conclusion.

TABLE I. ANOVA table for experiment I. S: subjects,F0 : fundamental
frequency, I: instrument pairs, SS: sum of squares, MS: mean squarF:
F-values,e: Greenhouse–Geisser correction factor applied to the degree
freedom,p: correctedp-value, R2: percentage of total variance account
for by each effect. Adding a total of 48.5% due to intersubject differenc
variance scores sum to 100%.

Source df SS MS F e p R2

S 23 32.02 1.39
F0 2 0.93 0.46 5.72 0.90 0.008 0.3
F0* S 46 3.73 0.08
I 65 167.65 2.58 53.97 0.10 0.0001 46.6
I*S 1495 71.45 0.05
F0* I 130 16.53 0.13 5.65 0.122 0.0001 4.6
F0* I* S 2990 67.29 0.02

TABLE II. Percentage of variance accounted for by each effect in exp
ment I, for the complete data set~All ! or for data restricted to pairs o
impulsive or sustained instruments, or to mixed pairs~impulsive and sus-
tained!. The first line (F0-related! represents the sum of theF0 effect and its
interactions. The last line~other! represents variance due to disagreem
between subjects. Each column sums to 100.

Source

R2(%)

All Impulsive Sustained Mixed

F0-related 4.9 10.2 9.5 3.8
I 46.6 26.2 16.4 17.1
Other 48.5 63.6 74.1 79.1
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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comparisons were made only at constantF0 , an eventual
shift or rotation of the entire set of instruments in timb
space@hypothesis~2!# could not be detected. Furthermore,
subjects were instructed to use the full scale of dissimilari
in each session, an eventual compression or expansion
could not be detected. The next experiment allows for a sh
rotation, compression, or expansion to be detected.

B. Experiment II

In experiment II subjects rated the dissimilarity betwe
stimuli with a constantdifferenceof F0 (DF0) of either 2
semitones or 11 semitones. In contrast to experiment I,
response matrices were full, as each instrument pair
compared using bothF0 orders, and same-instrument pai
were included. Subjects were instructed to ignore differen
in pitch which, contrary to experiment I, were salient. Su
posing they can do so, this experiment allows us to refine
conclusions of experiment I, and in particular to decide b
tween hypotheses~1! ~invariance! and~2! or ~3! ~isometric or
non-isometric deformation!.

If hypothesis~1! is true, dissimilarity matrices should
show three features. First, values on the diagonal should
zero. Second, the matrix should be symmetric: the low
triangular part should be the mirror image of the upper
angular part. Third, the lower triangular part should be ide
tical to that observed at eachF0 in experiment I. To under-
stand why the matrix should be symmetric, consider t
instruments~X and Y! that differ along some dimension o
timbre space~abscissa of Fig. 2!. The positions ofX and Y
along this dimension at twoF0’s are represented byX1 , Y1

andX2 , Y2 , respectively. From experiment I we know th
distancesX1Y1 and X2Y2 are approximately equal. If addi
tionally the timbres themselves are stable along this dim
sion, then we must haveX1Y25X2Y1 @Fig. 2~a!#. If instead
they shift along this dimension, thenX1Y2ÞX2Y1 @Fig.
2~b!#. Equality thus means either that timbres ofX andY did
not shift withF0 , or that the shift was in a directionorthogo-
nal to the dimension along whichX andY differ. Supposing
that this holds for all instrument pairs, it follows that timbre
did not move in the timbre space that spans the instrum
set. Symmetry of the dissimilarity matrix, if observed, im
plies timbre invariance with respect toF0 @hypothesis~1!#.

1. Methods

Stimuli were those of experiment I, paired with a co
stant DF0 of 2 semitones~B3–C]4, session ‘‘a’’! or 11

of

,

i-

t

FIG. 2. Experiment II. Illustration of the hypothetical effect ofF0 on a
dimension of timbre space~abscissa! along which two instrumentsX andY
differ. The instruments are represented at two differentF0’s as X1 ,Y1 and
X2 ,Y2 respectively, and it is supposed thatX1Y15X2Y2, as found in ex-
periment I. The left plot illustrates hypothesis~1! ~invariance! and the right
hypothesis~2! ~isometric shift!. The latter impliesX1Y2ÞX2Y1.
2949Marozeau et al.: Timbre and F0
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semitones~B3–Bb4, session ‘‘b’’!. All pairs were included,
resulting in 144 stimulus pairs per session. Within a sess
the order ofF0’s ~low-high or high-low! was always the
same, so as to make it easier for subjects to ignore the
ference in pitch. Subjects were the same 27 that particip
in experiment I. The three subjects that were eliminated fr
experiment I were also eliminated here. The remaining s
jects were divided into four groups of approximately t
same size~six to eight subjects! that differed in the order of
presentation of sessions~‘‘ab’’ versus‘‘ba’’ !, and in the order
of F0’s within each session~low-first versus high-first!. The
proportion of musicians and nonmusicians was appro
mately the same in each group. Subjects performed both
sions on the same day~approximately one week after exper
ment I!, separated by a 10-min pause.

2. Results

a. Dissimilarity matrices. Matrices averaged over sub
jects are plotted in Fig. 3 for the two sessions. Several
tures are obvious. First, ratings along the diagonals are r
tively small. Second, the matrices appear fairly symmetric
Third, the two matrices resemble each other. Fourth,
lower triangular parts of each matrix resemble the three
trices of experiment I.

To quantify these effects, the upper and lower triangu
parts of both matrices were excised, ignoring the diagon
The upper triangular parts were reflected with respect to
diagonal so as to have the same shape as the lower trian
parts, and the data were submitted to a repeated-mea
ANOVA with factors instrument pairs (66)3DF0(2)3F0

orders ~2!. Results are shown in Table III. TheF0 order
factor ~upper versus lower triangular parts! is not interpret-
able in itself as it depends on the arbitrary way in whi
instrument pairs were combined withF0 pairs. It is included
so as to allowF0-dependent variance to be quantified.

Main effects and two-way interactions were significa
the three-way interaction was not. Effect sizes are quanti
by R2 scores~last column of Table III!. The pair effect rep-
resents 43.8% of total variance, whereasF0-related effects
together sum up to a total of only 2.8%. As in experimen
it appears that timbre dissimilarity depends onF0 differences

FIG. 3. Dissimilarity matrices for the two sessions of experiment II, ea
corresponding to a differentF0 pair. The lower triangular part correspond
to pairs for which the instrument on the abscissa was on the lowerF0 and
the instrument on the ordinate on the higher. The upper triangular part
responds to the opposite order. The diagonal represents instruments
pared to themselves with anF0 difference.
2950 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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to a limited degree. Taking the average over lower and~re-
flected! upper parts of the matrix for each session, the cor
lation coefficient between sessions is 0.95~df564, p
,0.001). Averaging over sessions within experiment II a
within experiment I, the correlation coefficient between e
periments is 0.98~df564, p,0.001).

Table IV shows the percentage of variance accounted
by each effect for the full data set~column 2!, or when dis-
similarity scores are restricted to pairs of impulsive, su
tained, or impulsive and sustained instruments~columns
3–5!. The ratio ofF0-invariant effects~I! to F0-dependent
effects (DF0 , etc.! is smaller for restricted sets~particularly
pairs of sustained instruments! than for the full set. Never-
theless, for each subsetF0-invariant effects remain large
thanF0-dependent effects.

When the diagonals of the matrices~not included in the
previous analysis! were averaged over instruments, dissim
larity was 0.11 at 2 semitones and 0.20 at 11 semiton
Single samplet-tests show that the mean is significantly d
ferent from zero @ t(287)510.7, p,0.0001 for 2 ST;
t(287)515.4, p,0.0001 for 11 ST#. Further, in a repeated
measures ANOVA with factors Instrument (12)3DF0(2),
the main factors were significant@F(11,253)55.3, e50.43,
p50.0001 andF(1,23)516.1,p50.0005, respectively#, but
their interaction was not. These results suggest that the p
difference affected the dissimilarity judgments and that

h

r-
m-

TABLE III. ANOVA table for experiment II. S: Subjects, I: Instrumen
pairs, DF0 : F0 difference, O:F0 order, SS: sum of squares, MS: mea
square,F: F-values,e: Greenhouse–Geisser correction factor applied to
degrees of freedom,p: correctedp-Value, R2: percentage of total variance
accounted for by each effect~intersubject differences amounted to 53.4%!.

Source df SS MS F e p R2

S 23 54.5 2.37
DF0 1 1.01 1.01 5.31 1 0.03 0.2
DF0* S 23 4.37 0.19
O 1 0.69 0.69 10.48 1 0.003 0.1
O*S 23 1.52 0.07
I 65 221.4 3.41 51.5 0.08 0.0001 43.8
I*S 1495 98.9 0.07
DF0* O 1 0.23 0.23 7.54 1 0.012 0.04
DF0* O* S 23 0.68 0.03
DF0* I 65 5.58 0.09 3.62 0.21 0.0001 1.1
DF0* I* S 1495 35.45 0.02
O*I 65 4.14 0.06 2.3 0.2 0.006 0.8
O*I*S 1495 41.33 0.03
DF0* O* I 65 2.47 0.04 1.71 0.19 0.06 0.5
DF0* O* I* S 1495 33.28 0.02

TABLE IV. Percentage of variance between dissimilarity scores accoun
for by each effect of experiment II, for the entire data set~All ! or for data
restricted to pairs of impulsive, sustained, or impulsive and sustai
~mixed! instruments. The last line~Other! represents variance due to dis
agreement between subjects. Each column sums to 100.

Source

R2(%)

All Impulsive Sustained Mixed

DF0-dependent 2.8 6.3 4.6 2.8
I 43.8 29.2 15.2 9.1
Other 53.4 64.5 80.2 88.1
Marozeau et al.: Timbre and F0
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effect increased with increasing pitch difference. The eff
was independent of instrument, however.

Supposing timbre invariance, we expected the diagon
to be zero. To some degree, the nonzero values observe
be attributed to an edge effect due to the fact that the
sponse range had a lower bound of zero~variability of re-
sponses then necessarily results in a nonzero mean!. How-
ever, given the significant effects of instrument andDF0 this
explanation is at best incomplete: we must admit a shift
timbre withF0 ~or a contamination of dissimilarity respons
with pitch dissimilarity!. The values on the diagonal are ne
ertheless small. Averaged overDF0’s, same-instrument dis
similarities were smaller~mean: 0.16! than different-
instrument dissimilarities~mean: 0.59!. The largest same
instrument dissimilarity~0.25 for the flute! was smaller than
every different-instrument dissimilarity score except one~0.1
for Gu/Hr!.

To summarize the results of experiment II, a first o
come is that subjects can compare timbre acrossF0 despite
salient pitch differences. Subjects apparently performed
tasks of experiments I and II in similar fashion. As a seco
outcome, we can rule out the hypothesis of a large glo
shift of timbre space withF0 , as dissimilarity matrices were
symmetrical and their diagonals small. This extends the c
clusion of experiment I that instruments retain their relat
positions asF0 changes: they also do not shiftas a group.
However, beyond these conclusions valid in the first appro
mation, both experiments revealed effects that were sig
cant, albeit small. It would be nice to infer from these effe
the nature of shifts of individual intruments. Unfortunate
each score reflects the timbre oftwo instruments, and it is no
obvious which of the two determined a change in dissimil
ity. Experiment III introduces a new form of analysis th
reveals timbre changes of individual instruments withF0 .

C. Experiment III

In experiment III subjects rated timbre dissimilarity b
tween pairs of instruments with and without a difference
F0 . The aim was to extend and generalize the results
experiments I and II, and in particular to see whether s
jects could make reliable timbre dissimilarity judgments b
tween sounds that differed by a variable amount along
pitch dimension.

1. Methods

To keep the stimulus set size within reasonable limits
instruments were selected among the 12 used in experim
I and II. These were Gu, Hr, Vp, Vl, SA, Ob, Cl, Ho, and T
Each was played at twoF0’s, resulting in a set of 18 sound
that were paired~excluding comparisons between the sa
instrument at the sameF0) to produce 153 pairs that wer
presented in a single session with a 5 min pause half-way
There were two sessions: ‘‘a’’ with notes B3 and C]4 ~2
semitones!, ‘‘b’’ with notes B3 and Bb4 ~11 semitones!.
Within a session, different-F0 pairs were presented in th
same order, low-high or high-low~depending on the subject!.
Otherwise, presentation conditions and instruments were
same as for experiment II.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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Session ‘‘a’’ involved 25 subjects aged 19 to 30, 15 m
and 10 women, 13 musicians and 12 nonmusicians. N
had participated in experiments I or II. Session ‘‘b’’ involve
18 subjects~11 of which had taken part in session ‘‘a’’!, aged
19 to 30, eight women and ten men, nine musicians and n
nonmusicians.

2. Results

a. Outliers. Among the 25 subjects of session ‘‘a,’’ thre
gave answers that were poorly correlated with the rest@r
,0.33# and were excluded from the analysis. None we
excluded from session ‘‘b.’’

b. Dissimilarity matrices. Dissimilarity scores average
over subjects were placed in the lower triangular part o
matrix as shown in Fig. 4~a! for session ‘‘a.’’ This matrix has
three parts: an upper-left triangle~instruments compared a
B3!, a lower-right triangle~instruments compared at C]4!,
and a 939 square~instruments compared acrossF0’s!. The
two triangles are analogous to the matrices of experiment
and Ib, the square to that of experiment IIa.

FIG. 4. Dissimilarity matrices for experiments IIIa and IIIb. For the ax
labels, indices 1 and 2 mean that instruments were played at B3 and]4,
respectively~Bb4 in experiment IIIb!.
2951Marozeau et al.: Timbre and F0
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To compare results with those of experiments I and I
triangular matrix similar to the one just described was po
lated with scores from corresponding conditions of expe
ment Ia~upper left triangle!, Ib ~lower right triangle! and IIa
~square!. The correlation between this composite matrix a
that obtained from experiment IIIa was 0.95~df5151, p
,0.0001). Similarly, a triangular matrix was populated w
scores of experiments Ia, Ic, and IIb. The correlation betw
this composite matrix and that obtained from experiment I
was 0.92~df5151,p,0.0001). This indicates a high degre
of similarity between data sets despite the difference in t
and subjects. Overall ANOVAs are not reported here~they
support conclusions similar to experiments I and II!. Instead,
a different analysis is presented that assigns effects to tim
changes of individual instruments.

c. Instrument-specific ANOVAs. Each of the nine instru-
ments was analyzed in turn. For each, the eight other ins
ments were used as ‘‘anchors’’ with respect to which to m
sure its timbre changes.

To illustrate the principle, take an instrumentX and de-
note its timbre at two differentF0’s as X1 and X2 , assimi-
lated to two points in timbre space. We wish to know ifX1

andX2 are distinct, and for this we use a second instrum
Y as anchor. We ignore eventual shifts ofY itself for the
moment. The displacement ofX towards or away fromY can
be estimated by comparingX1Y and X2Y. In geometric
terms, the equality

X1Y5X2Y ~1!

implies that X has followed a hypersphere centered onY
~illustrated as a circle in Fig. 5!. If a similar equality holds
for another anchor instrumentZ, thenX1 and X2 belong to
the intersection of two hyperspheres. In the plane~Fig. 5!,
the intersection consists of two points on a line perpendic
to YZ. In three dimensions it would be a circle in a pla
orthogonal toYZ, and in higher dimensions a sphere or h
persphere in a hyperplane orthogonal toYZ. In every case
the displacement isorthogonal to the timbre dimension
along whichY andZ differ. If Eq. ~1! holds for every anchor
taking them two by two, it follows that the displacement ofX
is orthogonal to the subspace that contains the anchors.

FIG. 5. Experiment III. Schema illustrating the anchor method of analysi
timbre change. The plane represents a hypothetical two-dimensional ti
space,Y and Z are ‘‘anchor’’ instruments, andX is an instrument whose
displacement withF0 is being considered. If the dissimilarity ofX with
respect toY does not change when theF0 of X is changed,X1 andX2 must
be on a circle centered onY. Similarly, if dissimilarity with respect toZ does
not change,X1 and X2 must also belong to a circle centered onZ. The
displacement ofX is therefore on a line orthogonal toYZ. If the same is true
for all anchor pairs, the displacement ofX is orthogonal to the space the
span~or else it is zero!.
2952 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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posing that the anchors together span the whole of tim
space,X did not move in this space.

Actually, each instrument has two positions, e.g.,Y1 and
Y2 for Y. Either could be used as the anchor, but there i
difficulty. Testing for X1Y15X2Y1, instruments on the left
have the sameF0 but those on the right differ. The compar
son is thus sensitive to eventual effects of anF0 difference
per se~for example, if subjects failed to completely igno
pitch!. Using Y2 instead as the anchor we have a simi
problem in the other direction. However, by adding term
term,

X1Y11X1Y25X2Y11X2Y2, ~2!

F0-related effects apply equally to both sides and thus b
ance out. Equation~2! can be used in place of Eq.~1! for the
previous analysis. To summarize, if Eq.~2! holds when an
instrument is compared to each of the eight others, we m
assume that that instrument’s timbre did not change withF0 .

d. Two semitones. For each instrumentX, terms of Eq.
~2! were compared using a repeated-measures ANOVA w
factors anchor (8)3F0 (2). To beprecise: theF0 factor con-
trasted timbresX1 andX2 at two differentF0’s by comparing
X1Y11X1Y2 to X2Y11X2Y2. The anchor factor contraste
the various anchor instrumentsY. Nine such ANOVAs were
performed. The main effect of anchor was, as expec
highly significant for all instruments, and will not be consi
ered further. For seven instruments~Gu,Hr,Vl,SA,Ob,Cl,Ho!,
the effect of F0 and its interaction with anchor were no
significant. For the trumpet, the main effect ofF0 was sig-
nificant but tiny (R250.4%, as compared to 65.5% for an
chor!. For the violin pizzicato, both the main effect ofF0 and
its interaction with anchor were significant and relative
large. The other instruments remained essentially sta
when F0 changed from B3 to C]4. These results are sum
marized in columns 2 and 3 of Table V.

e. Eleven semitones. Similar ANOVAs were performed
for session ‘‘b.’’ Effect sizes are summarized in the last tw
columns of Table V. These effects were nonsignificant
Gu, Hr, and Ho, and very small for Cl. They were significa
and larger for Vp, Vl, SA, Ob, and Tr.

f
re

TABLE V. Effect size (R2) of factorsF0 andF03anchor for each instru-
ment at bothDF0’s. Only effects significant at thep,0.05 level are shown.
These figures quantify the magnitude of displacement of each instrume
timbre space as a function ofF0 .

Instrument

R2(%)

2 semitones 11 semitones

F0 F03anchor F0 F03anchor

Gu ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Hr ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Vp 2.79 2.51 ¯ 4.28
Vl ¯ ¯ 1.17 ¯

SA ¯ ¯ 0.55 1.52
Ob ¯ ¯ 1.23 1.92
Cl ¯ ¯ 0.59 ¯

Ho ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯

Tr 0.40 ¯ 1.66 1.92
Marozeau et al.: Timbre and F0
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To summarize the results of experiment III, subjects s
ceeded in making timbre dissimilarity judgments wh
largely ignoring a difference in pitch that was present
some trials and not on others. Experiments I and II had fo
timbre dissimilarityto be fairly stable withF0 changes. Ex-
periment III refined this conclusion:timbre itself was stable
for some instruments~eight for 2 semitones, four for 11
semitones, out of nine intruments!. Timbres of others ap-
peared to change slightly. The next section presents a M
analysis that allows these changes to be interpreted in te
of displacement within a model of perceptual timbre spa

III. MDS ANALYSIS

For each session of experiment III, the dissimilarity m
trices for all subjects were processed by the EXSCAL M
program~Winsberg and Carroll, 1989!. We chose a two-way
MDS model without individual differences, as this model
rotationally invariant, allowing solutions to be rotated a
their dimensions compared to physical descriptors, as we
compared across experiments. The two-way EXSCAL mo
postulates that the distance,di j , between theith and jth
stimuli, is given by

di j 5F (
r 51

R

~Xir 2Xjr !
21~Si1Sj !G1/2

, ~3!

where Xir is the coordinate of theith stimulus on therth
dimension andR is the number of dimensions. In this mode
in addition to R common dimensions, the stimuli hav
unique dimensions not shared by other stimuli. The spec
ity or uniqueness of theith stimulus is denotedSi . Since a
maximum likelihood criterion is used to estimate the fit
the model to the data, BIC statistics~Schwarz, 1978! can be
used to choose the dimensionalityR and decide whether ad
ditional unique dimensions should be included.

The BIC criterion suggested three- and two-dimensio
models without specificities for experiments IIIa and III
respectively. For nonlinear models like MDS, BIC statist
have a heuristic value and do not preclude consideratio
other models. We therefore also examined two-, three-,
four-dimensional models in search of a model interpreta
in terms of dimensions related to signal descriptors. In e
case, the solution was rotated with a procrustean proce
to a target matrix of signal descriptors described in Sec.
Only the four-dimensional solutions will be described in d
tail.

Solutions for sessions ‘‘a’’~2 semitones! and ‘‘b’’ ~11
semitones! are illustrated in the upper and lower parts of F
6, respectively. For each instrument, the position at B3
represented by the symbol and that at the otherF0 ~C]4 or
Bb4! by the extremity of the line. The first three dimensio
of the spaces are well correlated between sessions~0.99,
0.95, and 0.94, respectively!. A large score for dimension 1 i
to be expected because the salient contrast between im
sive and sustained instruments is unlikely to depend onF0 .
However, the good scores for dimensions 2 and 3 sug
that additional dimensions of timbre are stable acrossF0 .
The fourth dimension was poorly correlated between s
sions~0.31!.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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Filled symbols in Fig. 6 are instruments for which w
know ~on the basis of the ANOVAs of the previous sectio!
that their timbre changed. We would expect the lines to be
nonzero length~in at least one projection! for them and of
zero length for open symbols. Such is not always the cas
possible explanation for this discrepancy is that the data u
for ANOVAs excluded dissimilarities between the same
strument at differentF0’s, whereas the MDS included them
Even if the timbre of an instrument did not change acro
F0 , the measured dissimilarity was likely to take a nonze
value as a result of an edge effect~Sec. II B 3 a! or a residual
pitch dissimilarity that the subjects failed to ignore. This h
the effect of ‘‘pushing apart’’ the corresponding points of t
MDS solution. Whatever the explanation, this discrepan
weakens the usefulness of interpreting the detailed patter
F0-induced shifts we observe in Fig. 6.

IV. COMPARISON WITH SIGNAL DESCRIPTORS

In the spirit of previous studies on timbre, this secti
attempts to relate perceptual dimensions revealed by MD
descriptors of the signal~sometimes called ‘‘physical dimen
sions’’!. A feature of the present study is that this relation
tested over several fundamental frequencies. On the bas
our data we can formulate three constraints for a sign
based descriptor:~1! at eachF0 , the descriptor should pre
dict the corresponding perceptual dimension;~2! for instru-
ments whose timbre did not vary acrossF0 , descriptor
values should not vary; and~3! for instruments whose timbre
did vary acrossF0 , and to the degree that this variation
reliably described in terms of change along a perceptual
mension, we should observe a corresponding change o
descriptor. We consider only data for experiment IIIb~11
semitones!.

FIG. 6. Timbre spaces for experiment IIIa~top! and IIIb ~bottom!. The
symbol represents the position of the instrument at the lowerF0 ~B3!, the
end of the line represents the position of the same instrument at the othF0

~C]4 or Bb4!. The symbol is filled for instruments for which a significan
timbre change was found in Sec. II C and open for others.
2953Marozeau et al.: Timbre and F0
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A. Dimension 1

To predict the first dimension we use a measure of
pulsiveness proposed by Susini~1996!, defined as follows.
The instantaneous powersn

2 is smoothed by convolution with
an 8-ms square window. The duration during which t
smoothed power is above 40% of its maximum value is th
divided by the duration for which it is above 10%, and o
minus this ratio is taken as the measure of impulsivenes
is close to one for impulsive sounds and to zero for sustai
sounds.

Figure 7~a! plots this descriptor as a function of dime
sion 1 for experiment IIIb. The descriptor does a good job
predicting the clustering of impulsive and sustained inst
ments into well-separated groups. Correlation coefficie
are 0.98 for experiment IIIa and 0.99 for experiment II
~df516, p,0.01 in both cases!. As a comparison, previou
studies~e.g., Krimphoff et al., 1994! suggested the log o
attack time as a descriptor for impulsiveness. That descri
gave correlation scores of 0.95 and 0.94~df516, p,0.01 in
both cases! for experiments IIIa and IIIb, respectively, whe
the MDS solutions were rotated towards values determi
by it.

B. Dimension 2

To predict dimension 2 we used a spectral centroid
scriptor similar in spirit to the definition of sharpne
~Zwicker and Fastl, 1990; Hartmann, 1997!. The waveform
was first filtered to model the drop in sensitivity at low a
high frequencies due mainly to outer and middle ear filter

FIG. 7. Experiment IIIb~11 semitones!. Scatter plots relating each signa
descriptor to the MDS dimension that it explains best.~a! Impulsiveness
versus dimension 1.~b! Spectral centroid versus dimension 2.~c! Spectral
spread versus dimension 3.~d! F0 versus dimension 4. For each instrumen
the symbol represents its position at note B3, and the opposite end o
line represents its position at note Bb4. Filled symbols indicate instrum
for which the timbre changed significantly according to the analysis of
Open symbols represent instruments for which it did not. Dotted lines
resent regression lines.
2954 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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~Killion, 1977!. Then it was filtered by a gammatone filte
bank ~Pattersonet al., 1995; Slaney, 1993! with channels
spaced at half-ERB intervals on an ERB-rate scale~z! calcu-
lated according to the formulaz521.3 log(0.00437f 11) be-
tween 25 Hz and 19 kHz~Hartmann, 1997!. Instantaneous
power was calculated within each channel and smoothed
delaying it by 1/4f c ~wheref c is the characteristic frequenc
of the channel!, adding it to the undelayed power, and co
volving the sum with an 8-ms window correspondin
roughly to the equivalent rectangular duration of power in
gration measured by Plack and Moore~1990!. Smoothed
power was then raised to the power 0.3 to obtain a rou
measure of ‘‘partial loudness’’ for each channel. The parti
loudness-weighted average of ERB rate was taken over c
nels, the result being an ‘‘instantaneous spectral centro
function of time according to

z̄~ t !5(
z

zcz~ t !Y (
z

cz~ t !, ~4!

where cz(t) is the ‘‘partial loudness’’ of the channelz at
instant t. Finally, the instantaneous centroidz̄(t) was
weighted by ‘‘instantaneous loudness’’~sum over channels o
partial loudness! and averaged over time to obtain a sing
descriptor value,z̄, to characterize the entire signal.

Figure 7~b! shows the value of spectral centroid as
function of dimension 2. Data points are relatively we
aligned. We expect the displacements of those instrum
that significantly changed in timbre~filled symbols! to fol-
low this trend. Such is roughly the case for Vl and Tr, but n
for SA, Vp, or Ob. The descriptor thus predicts the over
trend but not all details. The correlation between descrip
values and projections along dimension 2 is 0.93 and 0
for experiment IIIa and IIIb, respectively~df516, p,0.01 in
both cases!.

Our definition of spectral centroid is one of many th
have been proposed. A common definition is the followin

k̄5(
k

kak Y (
k

ak , ~5!

wherek is the rank of a partial andak is its amplitude~on a
linear, power, or log scale!. If the spectral envelope remaine
constant whenF0 varies~approximately the case for most o
our instruments!, this definition would lead to aninverse
dependency ofk̄ with F0 , a variation of a factor 1.9 betwee
B3 and Bb4. Since timbre was instead rather stable,
definition can be ruled out, as concluded earlier by Slaw
~1968! or Plomp~1976!. A better definition defines the cen
troid as a weighted sum of frequencies~e.g., Kendallet al.,
1999!, for example:

f̄ 5(
k

f kak Y (
k

ak , ~6!

wherek is the rank of a partial or discrete Fourier transfor
coefficient, f k is its frequency andak is its amplitude~on a
linear, power or log scale!. For a constant spectral envelop
this definition leads to values off̄ that are approximately
constant asF0 varies. However, there are several ways
implementing this definition according to whetherak desig-
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.
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nates the linear, power, or log amplitude, whetherk desig-
nates the rank of a partial, a DFT coefficient, or a filter ba
whether the frequency scale is linear or warped~log or ERB-
rate scale!, whether a nonlinearity is applied after summin
coefficients within channels, etc. Our definition of spect
centroid was chosen to make all operations and parame
explicit in a psychoacoustically reasonable way, and av
hidden parameters such as window size or sampling rate
the implicit assumption of a line spectrum needed to ap
Eq. ~6!.

As a comparison, the definition of Eq.~6! implemented
according to Peeterset al. ~2000! gave correlation coeffi-
cients of 0.95 and 0.85 for experiments IIIa and IIIb, resp
tively, when the MDS solutions were rotated using that de
nition ~df516, p,0.01 in both cases!.

C. Dimension 3

Dimension 3 was found to be relatively well correlat
with a measurez̃ of spectral spread defined as

z̃5A(
z

~z2 z̄!2cz Y (
z

cz. ~7!

Figure 7~c! shows the value of spectral spread as a fu
tion of dimension 3 for experiment IIIb. Data points a
roughly distributed along a line. Two instruments that sign
cantly changed in timbre~Ob and Vp! move roughly along
this line, as expected. However, two instruments that did
change timbre~Ho and Gu! also show relatively large
changes in descriptor value. Such is also the case for
which did change timbre but~according to the MDS analy
sis! not along this dimension. The descriptor would be be
if such changes could be avoided. Overall, the correla
between descriptor values and projections along dimensi
was 0.94 and 0.87 for experiments IIIa and IIIb, respectiv
~df516, p,0.01 in both cases!.

As a comparison, the definition of spectral spread
Peeterset al. ~2000!, analogous to the spectral centroid de
nition of Eq. ~6!, gave correlation scores of 0.83 and 0.6
respectively, when the MDS solutions were rotated to t
descriptor. Our descriptor was also applied to the stim
used by McAdamset al. ~1995! and compared to the coord
nates along the third dimension of their MDS space. T
correlation found was 0.87, as opposed to 0.54 for the sp
tral flux descriptor used in that study.

D. Dimension 4

Dimension 4 was found to be well correlated wi
F0 (0.90) for experiment IIIb. For experiment IIIa the corr
lation with F0 was poor and no better descriptor was foun
Figure 7~d! plotsF0 as a function of dimension 4 for exper
ment IIIb. Displacements of all instruments are roughly p
allel with the regression line, consistent with the good cor
lation. Subjects thus based their timbre dissimilar
judgments in part upon a dimension related toF0 . This is the
only evidence we found of a pitchlike dimension.

To summarize, the signal descriptors reviewed roug
satisfy the constraint ofF0-invariance for instruments tha
did not change timbre. For instruments that did change t
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 114, No. 5, November 2003
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bre, the minor changes in descriptor value withF0 were in
some cases consistent with the minor changes in timbre
other cases not. Overall, the descriptors did a very good
of predicting perceptual dimensions. They compared fav
ably with previously proposed descriptors, but variability
data is such that we cannot reliably conclude on this ba
alone that one given descriptor is superior to another.

V. DISCUSSION

A first outcome of this study, not obvious from the sta
is that timbres of instruments played at different notes can
compared. Classic techniques such as MDS can be app
and this opens the perspective for more detailed and ex
sive studies of timbre variations of specific instrumen
across their register. Subjects performed the task in a v
similar fashion with or withoutF0 differences between
stimuli, and had little difficulty ignoring the very salien
pitch differences that accompanied them. Timbre behave
if it were separable from pitch, and there was only slig
evidence of a small perceptual interaction between pitch
timbre dimensions.

Cross-F0 timbre comparison being possible, a seco
outcome is the relative stability of timbre with respect toF0

changes. For several instruments there was no measu
change in timbre, so we can exclude the hypothesis o
basic, non-instrument-specific dependency of timbre up
F0 . The hypothesis that such a dependency does exist,
was balanced by opposite changes of instrument charact
tics, is unlikely to be simultaneously true for four out of nin
instruments across allF0’s, and eight between B3 and C]4.
Lack of measurable change is not due to lack of sensitivity
our methods: for other instruments we demonstrated sig
cant timbre changes of relatively small size.

The ‘‘anchor-based’’ analysis technique introduced
Sec. II C 2 revealed small but significant timbre changes
certain instruments. The MDS analyses provided an interp
tation of the changes in terms of displacement along part
lar dimensions of timbre space. However, relatively lar
displacements were also observed for instruments knownnot
to have changed timbre significantly, so we must not give
much weight to such detailed features, as argued in Sec
MDS solutions were generally stable across experiments
conditions, and the correlations between their dimensi
and physical descriptors was high, as found in previous s
ies.

Stability of timbre as a function ofF0 for certain instru-
ments puts a strong constraint on signal descriptors for
dicting timbre: they too must demonstrate the same degre
stability. Such was the case for the descriptors we used,
other methods proposed in the literature may not be
stable. These conclusions are very important for applicati
that use signal descriptors for content-based indexing of
dio and multimedia data. So far, such descriptors had b
validated only at particularF0’s. Our results demonstrate tha
they generalize well to theF0’s we tested, although the ques
tion remains open for the wider range ofF0’s.

We used relatively smallF0 steps because we expecte
the task of comparing timbre while ignoring pitch to be d
ficult ~Miller and Carterette, 1975!. The pitch differences are
2955Marozeau et al.: Timbre and F0
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nevertheless quite salient. The smaller step~two semitones, a
major second! is one-third the maximum distance along t
chroma circle. The larger step~11 semitones, a major sev
enth! is both larger in terms of tone height and smaller
terms of chroma, and thus offered the opportunity to te
apart the eventual contributions of each. It is also about o
third of the range of typical instruments such as the vio
and thus probes instrument-specific variations to some
tent. Obviously, a wider range of notes is needed for a m
complete study of instrument-specific timbre variations. T
present study showed that such a study is in principle p
sible. There is, however, evidence that instrument identifi
tion performance degrades beyond an octave~Handel and
Erickson, 2001!.

The generality of our results is also limited by o
choice of instruments. Previous studies found that crite
vary according to the stimulus set, leading to MDS solutio
that correlate with rather different physical dimensions. O
or both of our first two MDS dimensions were usually al
salient in those studies, but one cannot exclude that for
tain stimulus sets, other dimensions might be relevant
are more sensitive toF0 changes.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

~1! Subjects made timbre dissimilarity judgments betwe
natural musical instrument sounds that differed inF0 by
0, 2 or 11 semitones. Results were orderly, even w
the stimulus set comprised both same-F0 and different-
F0 sound pairs. The salient pitch difference produced
the F0 differences did not prevent timbre comparison

~2! As a first approximation, timbre dissimilarities depend
little on F0 . Dissimilarity scores varied more betwee
different-instrument pairs than acrossF0’s. Experiment I
~sameF0) showed that instruments kept their relati
positions in timbre space at differentF0’s, and experi-
ments II and III showed further that they did not shift
a group.

~3! As a second approximation, small but significant timb
changes were observed. Instrument-specific ANOVAs
experiment III found that the changes affected cert
instruments and not others. It is likely that these timb
changes were due to instrument-specific changes in
example, resonator geometry.

~4! The lack of significant effects for certain instruments
the instrument-specific ANOVAs of experiment III, to
gether with the symmetry of dissimilarity matrices
experiment II, suggest the absence of any basic, n
instrument-specific change of timbre withF0 .

~5! Multidimensional scaling yielded low-dimensional line
models of perceptual timbre spaces~four-dimensional
without specificities!. After an appropriate rotation, di
mensions were found to be well correlated with a set
signal-based descriptors. Projections on each of the
three dimensions were relatively stable withF0 . The
projection on the fourth was correlated withF0 for an
11-semitone~but not 2-semitone! step. This is the only
evidence we found for a pitchlike dimension in a timb
space.
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~6! Signal-based descriptors ‘‘impulsiveness,’’ ‘‘spectr
centroid,’’ ‘‘spectral spread,’’ andF0 were used. The first
describes the temporal envelope. The second two
scribe the spectral envelope in terms of the first two m
ments of a ‘‘partial loudness’’ spectrum~cubic root of
power within channels of a cochlear filter bank!. These
three descriptors appeared to be good predictors of
first three timbre dimensions over the range ofF0’s used,
while the fourth (F0) is known as a good predictor o
pitch.

This study opens the way for more extensive studies
timbre change withF0 , such as instrument-specific timbr
changes across their register. The anchor method applie
experiment III seems particularly promising to distingui
timbre changes from fluctuations due to experimental no
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